Would you like to perform with an international dance company in
Dampfzentrale?
Alleyne Dance (UK), will premiere a new dance piece, in Dampfzentrale in October 2023. They are
looking to find a supporting cast made up of non-professional movers recruited from the local
community. The company is coming to Bern in September 2022 to offer taster workshops for their
new piece, Far From Home. The sessions will be fun, energetic and for people of all abilities, with and
without disabilities and of all ages (12-100!) No prior knowledge in contemporary dance is needed,
just a passion and excitement for movement is required.
Tasterworkshops
Date:
Time:
Venue:

Cost:
Registration:

22.9.22 & 29.9.22
19.00-20.30
TANZhAUS Bern, Bruckenpfeiler,
Dalmaziquai 69, 3005 Bern (3.
Stock)
Fr. 10
vanessajeancook@gmail.com

20.9.22
20.00-21.30
Tanzwerk 3011
Wasserwerkgasse 5
3011 Bern
Fr. 10
anna.chiedza@hotmail.com

Please note:
-If payment is an obstruction to your attendance, please express this when registering.
-Participants may come to one or more of the workshops.
-TANZhAUS Bern is wheelchair accessible. Wheelchair users are welcome.
About Far From Home
Far From Home brings to the stage the humanity of told and untold stories by voices not always
heard. The piece explores the topic of immigration and the consequences the search for “a better
life” has for those forced to seek it due to social or political devastations. Performed by 6
professional dance artists and a local supporting cast made up of non-professional movers, the
performance ensemble will highlight the emotional and mental stresses of migrant families, as well
as the impact on communities where migrants “settle”, as the meaning of tolerance and practice of
integration is unpicked.
https://vimeo.com/user42235399
About Alleyne Dance
Alleyne Dance (AD) is a UK based company with an international reach, founded in 2014 by award
winning dancers and twin sisters Kristina and Sadé Alleyne. The choreographic aesthetic reflects
the sisters diverse background in athleticism and dance training. Within their abstract
contemporary construct, Alleyne Dance blend West African, Caribbean, Hip Hop, Kathak and Circus
Skills, delivered as fast paced and dynamic movement. They infuse lyrical and fluid motion, layered
with rhythm and textures in physically powerful, yet graceful performances.
www.alleynedance.com | @alleynedance

